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Multiposting has joined SAP
Founded in 2008, Multiposting - the European leader of job posting solutions - is delighted to announce
that SAP has successfully acquired the company in its entirety. All the talented teams of employees, as
well as the solutions and technologies are now part of SAP.
Thanks both to the confidence of its 1,200 clients and to the work of its 80 employees, today Multiposting
is the European leader in job posting solutions. The acquisition by SAP will enable Multiposting to pursue
ambitious objectives that the company has set themselves over the last 2 years:
- become a global player in recruitment technology;
- keep innovating;
- improve products and expand teams to guarantee customer satisfaction;
- further strengthen the partner network.
With this acquisition, SAP will be able to offer its clients the best end-to-end Cloud Recruiting suite on
the market, including the ability to efficiently post jobs to a global network of thousands of channels.
Multiposting will be available as part of the existing HCM Recruiting product as well as in all its current
forms (as a standalone product, via web service, via import.)
This change will not affect the organization and the way Multiposting serve their customers on a day-today basis. Multiposting will strive to keep their products available to all technical environments and to
the whole HR ecosystem. The development of the highest performing applications as well as the delivery
of a top-rate service remain their first priority.
“We are delighted and proud to become a part of the SAP group. This will enable us to continue the
development of Multiposting both in terms of international expansion and in terms of innovation. We look
forward to working with SAP and joining them in creating the most comprehensive Cloud-based HCM
suite on the market.”
Simon Bouchez, CEO, Multiposting
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About Multiposting
Founded in 2008 Multiposting is the European leader in e-recruitment solutions. The company develops
and markets a range of solutions that aim to address all the needs of recruitment services. Their flagship
product was the first job and internship posting tool available on line. Today Multiposting works with over
1,200 clients worldwide, including 32 of the CAC 40 countries in France.

